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Analyses of Drivers for Single-Ended 
Push-Pull Stage· 

HIROSHI AMEMIYAt 

Push-pull stales require two opposite-phasE; drivin, �It.,el of 
the same amplitude. In cODventional push-pull ampli6ers., this i, Dot 
• problem. la singie-eoded push-pull amplifiers., however, fhi. re
quirement limits the types of usable drivers because of the appar
ently unbalanced structure of the push-pull stale. Four possible 
drivers, namely, the split-Iold phase inverter driver, the cathode
toupled phase inverter driver, tbe extended calhode-eoupJed phase 

iDverter driver, and the Coulter driver, are anllyzed with stress 00 

the batance of the driviDI volt_ges. 

A FEW YEARS ago, the application of a single. � ended push-pull circuit to audio amplifiers was 
suggested by Peterson and Sinclair.! Fig. I shows 

the basic circuit uf the single-ended push-pull connec· 
tion, ",here the two output tubes are terminated in the 
common load impedance Z_ Although the plate supply 

Fig_ I-The basic circuit of the single-ended pU5h-pull amplifiers. 

voltage is twice the normal value with this circuit ar
rangement, the output transformer may be eliminated 
entirely. When a high plate supply voltage is not feasi· 
ble, the connection of Fig. 2 may be use';, employing an 
output transformer with separate primary windings. 

In conventional push-pull circuits, two output tubes 
are coupled through the,output transformer, and the 

Fig. 2-_-\ single-eutlffi push-pull ampli(ler with a driving transrormer. 

leakage illductance between the two primary windings 
causes serious switching transients at high frequencies in 
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class ·AB and -B amplifiers. On the other hand, in the 
single-ended push-pull circuit the output tubes work 
into the same load, and switching transients are elimi
nated completely. 

Except for the output connection, the single-ended 
push-pull circuit is identical with the conventional push
pull circuit, thus enjoying the auvantages of the push
pull connection. The dri .... ing volt:.lges for the output 
tubes must be of the same magnitude and of oppo�ite 
phase. This condition is easily satisfied by using a 
driving transformer, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The 
driving transformer should, however, be avoided be
cause of its cost and poor characteristics at extreme fre
quencies. Usually the negative side of the plate voltage 
supply is grounded; in other words, the cathode of the 
lo",er output tube VO� is at the ground potential and 
that of the upper tube VOt is at the output voltage. This 
unbalance complicates the problem of driving. The re
quirements for the driving voltages are; 

1. Driving voltages between the grid and the cathode 
of the output tubes are equal in magnitude and 
opposite in phase. 

2. The above condition is not affected by the varia-
tion of the load impedance Z of the output stage. 

The first condition is an obvious one. In single-ended 
push-pull amplifiers the output voltage across Z exerts 
influence on the driver stage unless a driving transformer 
is used, and this is why the second condition is impor
tant. The impedance of the load, for instance, a loud
speaker, varies considerably with frequency, and if bal· 
ance of the driving volt ages is destroyed by load imped
ance variation, amplifier isn't a push-pull amplifier. 

I n order to supply balanced driving voltages to the 
unbalanced push-pull stage, satisfactory drivers have 
unbalanced construction. In the analyses presented here 
the effects of stray and inter-electrode capacities are 
neglected and the linearity of circuit elements is as
sumed. It is also assumed that the ontput impedance of 
the amplifier, which is the impedance of the plate re
sistances of the output tubes and the load impedance Z 
connected in parallel, is very low. This is justified, since 
power tubes are generally used for output tubes. 

SPLIT-LOAD PHASE I SVERTER DRIVER 
The split-load phase inverter driver has two equal 

load resistors, one in the plate and the other in the cath
ode. Figs. 3-6 are single-ended push-pull amplifiers, 
with the split-load phase inverter driver. These are 
equivalent signal-voltage circuits in which all the 
direct-current components have been omitted. Vo, and 
V01 are the output tubes, and V, is the driver. It is to 

be noted that one of the load resistors of V, is returned 
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